ABSTRACT. Let X be an indecomposable continuum in the plane. Krasinkiewicz has shown that the union of the external composants of X is a first category Fa set in X. We give extensions of this theorem to quite general decompositions of a space X embedded in a locally connected ambient space Y.
Introduction.
Consider the Cantor ternary set X in the real line Ei. Let X' denote the set of points of X which are not endpoints of any interval in Ei\X. If L is an arc in Ei which meets X', then L H X contains an open and, hence, a second category set in X.
Mazurkiewicz [5] proved that if X is an indecomposable continuum in the plane, then the union of the accessible composants of X is a first category Fa-set in X. Krasinkiewicz [3] has given a far reaching generalization of Mazurkiewicz's theorem.
In this paper we will prove two theorems which will simultaneously generalize the above.
All spaces we consider are separable and metric. A continuum is a compact, connected metric space. If (X, d) is a bounded metric space we let C(X) denote the hyperspace of subcontinua of X with the Hausdorff metric.
If A C X we let C\x(A), Bdx(-A), and lntx(A) denote the closure, boundary, and interior, respectively, of A in X.
Let X be a subspace of a space Y and let R be an equivalence relation defined on X. For x e X vie let R(x) denote the i?-equivalence class of x. For A C X let R(A) = \Jx€AR(x).
An Ä-equivalence class R(x) is said to be external in the sense of Krasinkiewicz if there exists a continuum L in Y such that L <£ C1(X) and R(x) C R(LC\X) t¿ X. We let Ekras denote the union of the external (in the sense of Krasinkiewicz) i?-equivalence classes of X.
An i?-equivalence class R(x) is said to be external in the sense of category if there exists a continuum L in Y such that L <£ C1(X) and R(x) c R(L fl X) is of first category in X. We let Ecat denote the union of the external (in the sense of category) ^-equivalence classes of X.
A continuum X is indecomposable if it is not the union of two proper subcontinua. If x e X, the composant of x in X is the union of all proper subcontinua of X which contain x. It is well known that the composants of an indecomposable continuum X are dense, pairwise disjoint, first category, FCT-sets in X. Also, the equivalence relation fionX whose equivalence classes are the composants of X has the property that R -U£i &i where each i?¿ is closed in X x X.
Our first proposition shows that for the very important case of indecomposable continua in the 2-sphere the two notions of externality coincide. PROPOSITION l. If X is a compact space contained in a space Y and R = U¿==i ^ zs an eQuivalence relation on X such that each R4 is closed in X x X and each R(x) is dense in X, then Ekras = Ecat.
PROOF. Since X is of second category it is clear that Ecat C Ekras. If R(z) C Ekras let K be a continuum in Y such that K <£ C\Y (X) and R(z) C R(KnX) ¿ X.
For each positive integer i let Li = {y e R(K C\X)\{x,y) e Rz for some x eK).
Then L¿ is closed in X and R(K n X) = \J*L, L». Since R(K n X) ^ X and each R(x) is dense in X it follows that L¿ is nowhere dense in X. Hence, R(K n X) is of first category in X. COROLLARY 2. Let X be an indecomposable continuum contained in a space Y and let R be the decomposition of X into composants. Then Ecat = Ekras, i.e. the two definitions of external composants coincide.
Krasinkiewicz [3] proved the following remarkable extension of Mazurkiewicz's theorem:
THEOREM (KRASINKIEWICZ). If X is an indecomposable continuum in the 2-sphere S2 and R is the decomposition of X into composants, then Ekras is a first category Fa-set in X.
In [2] the authors extended Krasinkiewicz's theorem in several ways.
THEOREM (DEBSKI AND TYMCHATYN)
. Let X C S2 be such that each nonempty open subset of X is of second category. Let R be an equivalence relation on X such that each R(x) is continuum connected, of first category in X, and dense in X. Then Ekras is a first category Fa-set in X.
It is the purpose of this paper to prove analogues of some of the theorems in [2] concerning Ekras in S2 for Ecat in general ambient spaces.
Main results.
THEOREM 3. Let X be a subspace of a locally connected separable, metric space Y. Let R be an equivalence relation on X such that each R(x) is continuum connected. Suppose X' c X such that X\X' is of first category in X and for each ordered pair (U,V) of disjoint open sets in Y with Ur\X^0^Vi)X and for each x e X' C\V, Y\U is separated by R(x) between two points of V Cl X. Then Ecat is a first category set in X.
PROOF. Clearly, we may suppose X is of second category or there is nothing to prove. Let V = {Vi, V2,... Clearly, Dn¿ C Ecat. Now, let R(x) be an external A-équivalence class of X. Let L be a continuum in Y which meets both R(x) and Y"\Cly(X) and such that R(L D X) is of first category in X. Let K be a continuum in R(x) from x to L. Then R((K U L) n X) = R(L H X) so there exists j/ e X\Ä(L n X). Let U" be a basic neighborhood of y such that Cly(f7n) n (LuK) =0. Let z G L\Cly(X) and let Vi be a basic neighborhood of z such that Cly(Vi) n Cly (Un \JX) -0. Then x e Dn¿. So \\Dn,% = Ecat.
Let n and i be fixed integers. To prove Ecat is of first category in X it suffices to prove that the interior in X of Qx(£>",«) is of first category in X. Just suppose m is a positive integer such that Um fl (V¿ L)Un) = 0 and Um flX C CLx(.Dn,¿). Let Li,L^,... be continua in Y\Un such that for each y L3 n Cly (V¿) ^ 0, J?(.Lj fl X) is of first category in X, and Um n X C Clx(U~ i ¿¿ n *)• Let a; € X' n ?7m. Then R(x) separates Y\U" between two points of X fl Um. Since Vi is connected, R(x) separates Y\Un between V¿ and a point of X fl Um. Since F is hereditarily normal, a closed subset of R(x) separates Y\Un between V¿ and a point of X fl Um. Since Uj=i Lj H X is dense in X n Um and each Lj meets Cly(Vj) it follows that R(x) meets some Lj.
Hence X' fl Um C U^Li Ä(Lj fl X). It follows that Um is of first category in X since R(Lj fl X) and X\X' are of first category in X. Since the interior in X of Clx(-Dn,¿) is contained in the union of the countable family of sets {Uj f\ X\j -1,2,...} it follows that the interior in X of C\x(Dn¿) is of first category in X. We give an example to show that the condition in Theorem 3 that R(x) is continuum connected is essential. Since .FAF1 has c points and K~i has c composants let g: F\FJ -» {C\C is a composant of K~i\ be a one-to-one onto correspondence. Define an equivalence relation R on Ä"2 by letting R(x) = {x} U g(x) for each x 6 F\FX such that gix) t¿ F. If £j(z) = F let fi(i) = (FXF1) U {a;}. Each R(x) is connected (but not continuum connected) since composants of K^ and F\Fl are dense connected sets in K~2. Krasinkiewicz showed that each composant of K? different from F separates S2 locally in the required way. Each i?-equivalence class of K2 is accessible in the plane.
THEOREM 5. Let X be a subspace of a compact, locally connected, metric space Y. Suppose R is an equivalence relation on X such that each R(x) is continuum connected, dense in X, and of first category in X. Suppose X' C X such that X\X' is of first category in X and for each pair (U, V) of open sets in Y such that UC\X^0^VC\X and for each x e X', R(x) separates Y\U between two points of X C\V. Then Ecat is a first category Fa-set in X.
PROOF. Let "V,U, and Dn¿ be as in Theorem 3. Then Ecat = \JDn¿ as in Theorem 3. To prove the theorem it suffices to prove that each Dn¿ is closed in X.
Let n and i be fixed positive integers and let {zy}^, be a sequence in Dn¿ which converges to a; € X. For each positive integer j let L} be a continuum in Y\Un from Xj to Cly(V¿) and such that R(Lj n X) is of first category in X. By passing to a subsequence if necessary we may suppose {L]}JLl converges to a continuum L in the compact metric space C(Y\Í7"). (resp. R(b)) from a toi (resp. from 6 to L). These continua miss A. Hence, A separates two points a' and b' of L in Y\Unr. Since the sequence {Lj}J?=i converges to L there is a positive integer p such that A separates two points of Lp in Y\Unr. Hence, A fl Lp C i?(y) H Lp ^ 0. This is a contradiction since R(y) <£ Ecat. The proof is complete.
